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ON  A  CLASS  OF  CLOSE-TO-CONVEX  FUNCTIONS

H.  SILVERMAN

Abstract. We look at functions/(z) for which there correspond

functions <j>(z) convex of order a such that Re{/'(z)/c£'(z)}^ß. We

examine the influence of the second coefficient of <j>(z) on this class.

In particular, distortion, covering, and radius of convexity theorems

are proved.

1. Introduction. Let S be the class of normalized univalent functions

analytic in the unit disk £(|z[<l). Let KP(<x.) denote the subclass of S con-

sisting of functions of the form <p{z)=z+b.2z2+ • • -, where

Re{z<f>"(z)l<t>'(z) + 1} ̂  a,       z e E, \b2\ = p,

and O^a^l. This class is called convex of order a. It is known that

0<pi%\. In addition, <f>(z) e ^,(1) if and only if <p(z)=z and <f>(z) e K^x)

if and only if <f>(z)=z¡(\ —xz), |x| = 1.

We say that an analytic function f(z)=z+a2z2+ • • • is in the class

C.„(«., ß) if there exists a function tj>{z) e ^„(a) such that

Re{/'(z)/f(z)} £ß,       ß^O.

It is easy to verify that for a^a0 and ßi%ß0 we have

CD(ao, ß) <= Cp(ol, ß)    and    C„(a, ß0) c C„(a, ß).

Kaplan [5] proved that C„(0, 0), the class of close-to-convex functions,

is univalent. Hence C„(a, ß) is a subclass of 5".

By specializing a and ß we obtain some important classes. lf/(z) is in

Cs(0,0), then f(z) is close-to-convex; Cp(\,ß), then Re/'(z)^/3;

Cp(a, 1), then/(z) is convex of order a; Cp(l, 1), then f(z)=z.

In this note we prove distortion, covering, and radius of convexity

theorems for the class C„(a, ß). By specializing/?, some of our results will

coincide with those of Libera [6]. We also look at a corresponding sub-

class of the close-to-star functions, ^(a, ß). Some of our results for this

class will generalize those of Al-Amiri [1] who investigated the class

S.O, 0).
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In the sequel, we will assume that /(z) is in C„(a, ß) with <£(z) its

associated function in KPi<x).

2. Distortion theorems for C„(a, /?). We begin by proving an existence

theorem for functions in this class.

Theorem 1. Let a e [0, 1], ß e [0, 1], and p e [0, 1—a]. Then there

exists a function f(z) e C„(a, ß). This result is sharp in that cc+p^l for

any a.

In proving the theorem we will make use of the following

Lemma. Let Qiz) be analytic for zeE with O(0)=l. Then

Re Qiz)^ß if and only if

1 - g(z)

where g{z) is analytic, g(0)=0, and \g(z)\ < 1 for z e E.

Proof of Lemma. The result is well known for a=0. In the general

case, let g(z) = (l—a)F(z) + a, where P(z) satisfies the conditions of the

Lemma with a=0.

Proof of Theorem 1. The inequality x+p^l is proved in [1, p. 104].

Let

and

Since

/'(z) _ 1 + (1 - 2ß)z

f (*) 1 - --

has real part l%ß, it suffices to show that <piz) e AT„(a).

We have

1   ,   - £M = 1 + 2j>z + (l - 2a)z2 = 1 + (1 - 2a)g(z)

2 *'(*) 1 - z2 1 - g(z)

Solving for giz), we obtain

g(z) = z(-- + W0-*)\
ll + (W(l - <*)W

Since a+/?^l, /¡(z) maps £-*£, and |g(z)|<|z|<l for ze£. Since g(z)

satisfies the conditions of the Lemma, our proof is complete.
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Theorem 2.    Let f(z) g C„(k, ß). Then

1     Y~7' + r\p(\ +(\ - 2ß)r\
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0)

(2)

!/'(*) I ̂

l/'WI ̂

Trae
1

(1 +(2pl(\ -a))r + rf

1-r       /

(1 - (1 - 2/3)r'

1 + r

u/¡ere the first expression on the right-hand side of (2) w taken to be 1 /or

¡x=l.

Equality holds in (\)for the function

/i(z) =
1     Y"*/1 + A"/! + (1 - 2/?)i

o \1

JL_\ Vl±i
- r/    \1 - t

dt

and equality holds in (2) for the function

1Mz)=r
Jo (I + (2/>/(l - a))f + i2)1-1

Proof.    From the Lemma we obtain

e^) dt.

(3)
/'(z)      1 + (1 - 2/5)g(z)

fOO 1   -  g(2)

where g(0)=0 and |g(z)| < 1 for z e £.

Since g(z) satisfies the conditions of Schwarz's lemma, (3) yields

(4)
0 - 2ß)r

1 + r

f'(z) < 1 +(1 -2/3)r

1 - r

In [1, p. 105] it is proved that

(5)
(1 + (2p/(l -oc))r + r2)**™*k±?rffi-

Combining (4) and (5), the result follows. In the proof of Theorem 1

it was shown that /,(z) e C„(a, ß). The proof that /2(z) e C„(oc, /?) is

similar, with

</>
Jo

1

(1 + (2p/(l - a))f + t*f
dt.

Remark.    For p=\— a, (I) reduces to a result of Libera and (2)

improves on a result of Libera [6, p. 152]. In his paper, it is claimed that
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the function

f(   _ C"_i - t_
_Jo(l + t)2(1-a)(l +/(1 -2/5))

is in C^xix, ß) for every a and ß. That this is not the case can be seen by

letting a=l and ß=\. Then/(z)=z—z2/2 and </S(z) = z. But

Re{/'(z)/f (z)} = Re{l - z}

which is less than i for ¿<z<l, and/(z)=z-z2/2 £ C,_.(l, i).

Theorem 3.    Letf{z) e Cp(a, /S). FAe«

Equality holds on the right-hand side for /(z) /« Theorem 2 and on the left-

hand side for f2iz) in Theorem 2.

Proof.    Integrating along the straight line segment from the origin

to z=rete and applying Theorem 2 we obtain

which proves the right-hand inequality. To prove the left-hand inequality,

for every r we choose z0, |z0|=r, such that

|/(z0)| = min |/(z)|.
I*l=r

If L(z0) is the pre-image of the segment {0,/(z0)}, then

l/(z)| ^ |/(z0)| ^ f     |/'(z)||dz|

-        /I - (1 - 2fl* dt
a))í + Í2)1-" \        1 + Í       /o(l +(2p/(l

and this completes the proof.

For p=l — a, the right-hand inequality reduces to a result of Libera

and the left-hand inequality sharpens a result of Libera [6, p. 152].

3. Covering theorems for Cs(a. ß).    We first prove a coefficient theorem

for the class.
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Theorem 4. Let f(z)eCp(x,ß), with f(z)=z+'^^anzri. Then

\a2\-%\+p—ß, with extremal function

M^nHH)"(i±?r7^
Proof.   Let <f>(z)=z+2%=2 bnzn. Then

1 - P I-/?        „_â

has positive real part in £. Hence [3, p.  15], 2\a2—b2\l(l—ß)^2, or

\a2\^l + \b.2\-ß=l+p-ß.

Theorem 5.   Letf(z) g C„(a, ß), withf(z)=z+2%=s anzn.

Iff{z)jikfor zgE, then \k\^\l(l+p-ß).

Proof.    If/(z) does not assume the value k, then

-£&- = z + (a, + l/fc)z* + S c.r-
fe-/(z) „_3

is in the class 5. Hence,

(6) |a2 + l/fe|^2.

Applying the triangle inequality and Theorem 4 to (6) we obtain

Theorem 5.

Since pi% 1 — a, we also obtain the following result of Libera [6, p. 155]

as a

Corollary.   |fc|^l/(4-oc-/3).

4. A radius of convexity theorem for Cp(x, ß).

Theorem 6. Let f(z) g Kp(x, ß). Thenf(z) maps the disk \z\<R onto

a convex domain, where R is the least positive root of the equation

a(r,p, a, ß)=0, where

a(r,p, a, ß) = (1 - a)(l - 2a)(l - 2p>4

- 2[(1 - a)(l -ß) + xp(\ - 2/8)

- ß{\ - a)(l - 2x)y

- 2[(1 - a)(l -x-ß- 2pß) + 2pY

-2[1 - a(l +/»)]r + (l - a).

Proof.    Let f\z)\${z)=Q{z), where Re Q{z)\%ß. Since

/'(*) TO  ,     ß'(z)
(7) z-= z- + z-,

/'(z)     ^'(z)    e(z)
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the radius of convexity of /(z) is at least equal to the smallest positive

root of

1 + min Re{zf (z)/f(z)} + min Re{zO'(z)/ô(z)} = 0.

In [1, p. 105], it is shown that

Re(z m>- 2Kl-«)[KI-«) + p]
I    f (z)j -        (1 - a)(l + r1) + 2pr

Now  let  Qiz) = i\-ß)Piz) + ß,  where  F(z)  is  analytic,  F(0) = 1,  and

ReP(z)>0in £. Then

Q'jz) _    jl-ß)P'(z)     _ P'jz)

' Qiz)       (1 - ß)Piz) + ß      P(z) + ßül-ß)'

Using a lemma of Libera [6, p. 150] we obtain

-(1 _,.)[[ +r+ OS/0 -/3))(1 -,-)]"

Substituting (8) and (9) into (7) yields

Refl + z^l > 1 - 2K1-a)[r(l-«) + Pl
(10) I fW " (1 - a)(l + r2) + 2pr

_ _2r_

(1 -r)[1 +/• +(Ml -/?))(! -r)]'

Simplifying the right-hand side of (10) we obtain

_a(r, p, a, ß)_

[(1 - «XI + ñ + 2pr\[i\ - r)(l + r + (Ml - ßW - r)] '

and this completes the proof.

Remark 1.   The Koebe function is in Q(0, 0), and the least positive

root of

air. 1, 0, 0) = r4 - 2/-s - 6r2 - 2r + 1

is 2 — s 3, the radius of convexity for the class S.

Remark 2.    Ifp=l—v.,

air, 1 - a., x, ß)

= (/•+ 1)(1 -«)[(! -2«)(1 -2,sy3

- (3 - 6/Î + 4a/)>2 + (2a - 3)r + 1].

This reduces to a result of Libera [6, p. 151].

(9)
Q'(z)

Qiz)
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5. The class S„(x, ß). Let S*(a) denote the class of functions analytic

in £ and of the form s(z)=z+a2z2+- • -, where s(z) is starlike of order a

and \a2\=2p.

Let Sp(x, ß) denote the class of functions analytic in £ and of the form

g(z)=z+b2z2+- ■ • such that Re{g(z)/i(z)}^/3 for ze£ and for some

s(z)eS*(x).

The class Sp(0, 0), defined by Reade [7], is called close-to-star. It is

known that members of this class need not be univalent. However, there

is an important connection between the classes Sp(x, ß) and Cp(x, ß)

which we state as

Theorem 7.    The following relationships hold:

(11) f(z)eCp(x,ß)   if and only if   zf'(z)eSp(x,ß),

(12) f(z)eSp(x,ß)    if and only if    \f-^dteCP(x,ß).
Jo     t

Proof. It is well known that <p{z) is convex of order a if and only if

zcj>'(z) is starlike of order a. Hence, <f>(z)=z+a2zi+- • • is in Kp(x) if and

only if Z(/>'(z)=z+2a2z2+- - - is in S*(x). Since

Re{/'(z)/¿'(z)} = Re{z/'(z)/zf (z)},

we obtain (11). The proof of (12) is similar and will be omitted.

Theorem 8.    Let g(z) g S„(a, ß). Then

-0 ~2ß)r\ < lg(X>l
(1 + (2p/(l - <x))r + r2)1-" V        \ +r

< r /' + rVfl + 0 - 2ß)r\

- (I - r)l-*\\ -r)\        1 - r       )'

Proof.    The result follows on combining Theorem 2 with Theorem 7.

Corollary.    Let g(z) be analytic in E with Re{g(z)/z}> J. Then

(13) rl(l +r)z% \g(z)\ ^ r/(l - r).

Proof.    We have Rc{g(z)¡z}>I if and only if g(z) gS0(\, l).

Schild [8, p. 752] proved (13) for the class of functions starlike of order

|, a subclass of ,S"0(1,1) [4, p. 472].

For a functional analysis proof of the corollary, see [2, p. 94].

Once again making use of Theorem 7, we see thatg(z) e Sp(x, ß) if and

only if

g'(z)      .   ,     f"(z)
Z  -    =    1+7  -

g(z) f\z)
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for some/(z) e Cp(a, ß). Hence a radius of convexity theorem in C„(a, ß)

will correspond to a radius of starlikeness theorem in Sp(ol, ß). From

Theorem 6 we now obtain

Theorem 9. Let giz) e 5j,(a, /S). Then g(z) maps the disk \z\ <R onto a

starlike domain, where R is the least positive root of air,p, a, ß)=0,

defined in Theorem 6.

For ß=0, this reduces to a result of Al-Amiri [1, p. 108].
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